Manning at the Line
by Jonathan Wallace
Peyton Manning approaches the ball, standing tall, focused on his next call
Ray Lewis and the Ravens shuffle and re-shuffle all along the line
Peyton points to Reggie Wayne, assigns him a route
The Ravens are confused and Ray Lewis begins to shout
Peyton snaps the ball and everyone begins to move
Reggie Wayne is open, alone in the end zone
Peyton sees Reggie and the ball is thrown
Reggie makes the catch and his feet are down
The Referee makes the call “Touchdown”

Intolerant Dog and His
Bone

The Light

by Brandon Bowers

by Alexandra Morrison

Sitting and drooling, the dog stared. He was
gazing upon the large, stained dog bone. His petite,
glassy eyes could not be moved from the lifeless treat.
Helplessly he would scratch at the new glassy table to
receive his delicacy. As the wood with its firmness and
durability did not release the bone, the restless dog
would become irritated. It would whine as if screaming to the table, “Give me the bone!” Without a reply
the ardent dog would continue his quest of gazing and
waiting. The white-patched black animal would occasionally blink as it moved to a different spot to gaze at
the majestic bone. Finally without warning it impatiently pounced
on the table
with immense
force and
snatched the
bone with its
jagged teeth.
With high pride
the dog trotted
away.

The sun begins its journey in the east
The moon fades away in fear
The colors prepare a wonderful feast
Yet no one is shedding a tear
We move so quickly, no one stops and stares
Why can’t we sit and wait?
It seems like people do not even care
Something small can be so great
The world for a moment is in total peace
No war or pain can touch us
The problems in our world will soon decrease
With time, nothing to discuss
The night cloaks
With cheerless thoughts of death
Light flies with each ray of sun
The sun gives light its oh so needed breath

